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Client Requirements 
 

  enhance professionalism, sales effectiveness and productivity 

  build confidence and competence of new salespeople 

  reinforce induction training, and create an environment of creativity 

  discourage bad habits and maintain motivation of experienced people 

  leverage the expertise of the team and the Manager 

  provide inputs to performance assessment and training needs analysis 

  build team spirit, overall motivation and respect for the Manager 
 

 
Typical Scope 
 
Sales Managers are often promoted from within the sales force, more on the basis of 
previous sales success, than on management potential.  For the first time in their career, 
they are measured on the results of others, (who may not sell as well as they do!)  This 
can lead to the misconception that their role is solely to lead by example, which may be 
appropriate for less experienced salespeople, but is usually seen by “old hands” as 
interference, or even an “ego-trip” for the boss. 
 
It is clearly important for a Sales Manager to be a competent salesperson.  Of more value, 
however, is their understanding of their people development role.  This is particularly 
important during accompanied fieldwork.  Managers must pass on their own knowledge 
and skills through observation and coaching, rather than “showing off”, and winning the 
sale.  Generally, this requires us to establish: 
 

 the role of first-line management, and the purpose of coaching 

 links between coaching, delegation, management style and motivation 

 the specific skill-set for in-field coaching and accompanied calls 

 documentation and supporting systems. 
 
 

Project Methods 
 

  management audit to benchmark current coaching methods and skills 

  confidential sales force opinion poll or survey where necessary 

  specific skill development programs for in-field coaching 

  brainstorming sessions for the design and ownership of formats 

  practice sessions, involving real customers if possible 

  parallel programs to test and install documentation 
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In-field coaching and performance reviews need to be conducted in a systematic and 
organised manner, and they respond well to the use of checklists and formats, which 
provide the necessary framework. The difficulty lies in designing and installing the 
appropriate support system.  It is quite possible for managers to be committed to the 
principle of coaching and developing their team, but to dislike the formalisation of this into 
a systematic process, (often called Field Evaluation), which they may regard as a 
“policing” exercise. 
 
  
SPECIFIC SKILL RATING COMMENTS AND PRIORITIES FOR TRAINING/DEVELOPMENT

ES MS PS DS

Territory coverage and planning of door knock time

Demonstration of customer awareness and empathy

Setting call objectives and plan

Product knowledge - features and benefits

Making contact

Opening comments

Creating rapport

Active listening

Eye contact

General communication skills

Question (SPIN) techniques and need identification

Presentation skills - benefits

Using proof and literature

Handling objections

Turning objections into selling points

Closing skills, including cross-selling and selling up

Ability to obtain order and record accordingly

Identification of further support and internal liaison

Record keeping and call backs

Make notes and report on opposition activity

Professionalism, courtesy, overall impression (dress standard)

OVERALL RATING

COMPLETED BY: OVERALL COMMENTS AND ACTION PLAN AGREED

DATE:

ES:  EXCEEDS STANDARD         MS:  MEETS STANDARD         PS:  PARTIALLY MEETS STANDARD         DS:  DOES NOT MEET STANDARD  
 
 
In our work with a wide range of packaged goods companies, we have successfully 
overcome this challenge through the active involvement of the management group in the 
design, testing and installation of in-field coaching formats and systems.  Often referred to 
as “Work-with” formats, these checklists (such as the one shown above), become an 
accepted part of the company culture. 
 
 
However, it is also important for second line management to be involved in the process, 
and to hold their immediate reports accountable for the ongoing development of their 
teams.  In our work for a leading brewery, we designed formal review processes for 
Regional Management to audit this important in-field development activity on a regular 
basis. 


